
Business Letter FROM the Kittens 2; Business Kitten Letter Series 5:

                                                                                                                        Official Series

Dear Staaviins Z, 1st Gen.:

                                          Again, More Letters? You honestly believe that we will heed this warning?
 HA! What a laugh! We haven't heeded a letter from you in Months! We have had such a list of offenses 
sent to our mail that stretches on all the way until MMDCLXIII (2,663) Offenses! We Scoff at your 
lack of proper Sense, Composition, Indentation, and most of alls, Grammeres. Wait-- something is-- 
never mind. We Laugh Every time you send another letter in a vain attempt to make us heed to your 
“Kitten Standards”! We Choke Every time you mention nose pokes. We GASP-- okay, you get the 
idea. Anyway, We MUST OBJECT! For the most part, a “Fine %age Rate” of 1,264% for  our 
enclosed list of offenses is not only incredibly unreasonable, it is unkind, mean, and most of all, 
GASTLY. 
For the Least part, Offering us a .2% $2,000,000,000 Loan is considerate for the circumstances, but 
thankfully and wisely denied, After all, you can .1% from J.P. Morgan Chase on THAT amount of 
money!
For The Mo-east Part, Sending us to Mexico? Much less Canada, Great Britain And/or England? 
Really? Raleigh? L-L-ly? Anyway, at the light of your recent charges, we would be full just in charging 
you $24,000,000,000 for your constant lacking of many things therefor, such as the ability to STOP 
SENDING LETTERS with SENSELESS PLOYS to get us to concede to Such Property conditions 
monotony it's likely the house would fall over from boredom if we did HALF of your suggestions! 
Much less the lawn, oh HO HO, it would be so short not even a Louisiana Munchkin cat could nip off 
a piece. And the Wii Sensor Bar... Ha! Have you ever stopped to think if we have a reason for the things 
we do? Well, now, if we didn't knock off the Wii(not that DO knock it off in the first place, just saying 
if we didn't) Sensor Bar off several times each month, What do think would happen? Your likely 
response-- “it would no longer be an issue, and it would make at least one thing that the owner can be 
happy about that we no longer do” WRONG- the Wii Sensor Bar would get dusty and therefor have to 
be cleaned! What if we didn't chew through wires? “Our owners would be much happier in the sense 
that they did not have to get a new pair of headphones every year. WRONG AGAIN!- Our owners 
would keep things until their utmost dilapidated condition, which could stretch for anywhere from 4 
years, to 15 years! By chewing through wires, we force our owners to stay up to date in the latest high-
quality headphone gear, even if it is through them only replacing the headphones with the same set of 
headphones, only newer. And without Mass Nerf Dart Murder, where would our noses be, hmm? 
Multiple nose pokes each day with Nerf darts? Uhhhh.. I shiver just thinking about it. Even you must 
agree with that one, eh? As we must bring this letter to a close, we must respectfully (And 
disrespectfully) DECLINE your enclosed “Debt Statement” and therefor discontinue this “episode” of 
correspondence immediately.  Crap it All, Calico Ico I



  


